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Infrasonic component of volcano-seismic eruption tremor
Robin S. Matoza1 and David Fee2

1Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics, Scripps Institution of Oceanography, La Jolla, California, USA, 2Wilson
Infrasound Observatories, Alaska Volcano Observatory, Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska Fairbanks, Fairbanks,
Alaska, USA

Abstract Air-ground and ground-air elastic wave coupling are key processes in the rapidly developing
field of seismoacoustics and are particularly relevant for volcanoes. During a sustained explosive volcanic
eruption, it is typical to record a sustained broadband signal on seismometers, termed eruption tremor.
Eruption tremor is usually attributed to a subsurface seismic source process, such as the upward migration
of magma and gases through the shallow conduit and vent. However, it is now known that sustained
explosive volcanic eruptions also generate powerful tremor signals in the atmosphere, termed infrasonic
tremor. We investigate infrasonic tremor coupling down into the ground and its contribution to the
observed seismic tremor. Our methodology builds on that proposed by Ichihara et al. (2012) and involves
cross-correlation, coherence, and cross-phase spectra between waveforms from nearly collocated seismic
and infrasonic sensors; we apply it to datasets from Mount St. Helens, Tungurahua, and Redoubt Volcanoes.

1. Introduction

Volcanic tremor is a catchall term used for sustained seismic signals associated with a diverse range of vol-
canic activity [e.g., McNutt, 1992; Chouet and Matoza, 2013]. Eruption tremor, referring specifically to seismic
volcanic tremor that occurs during eruptions, is typically a temporally varying broadband signal [McNutt,
2000; McNutt and Nishimura, 2008]. The source mechanism of eruption tremor has been attributed to
the upward migration of magma and gases through the shallow conduit structure and vent [McNutt and
Nishimura, 2008]. Eruption tremor has also been modeled as chaotic wagging of a magma column within
a fragmenting and spatially heterogeneous annulus [Jellinek and Bercovici, 2011]. The low-frequency por-
tion (0.5–1.5 Hz) of eruption tremor has been modeled as a downward vertical reaction force on the Earth in
response to the thrust associated with expulsion of fluid from the vent [Prejean and Brodksy, 2011].

It is now well known that explosive volcanic eruptions also radiate large-amplitude acoustic signals (infra-
sound) directly into the atmosphere, with signals varying in duration between discrete explosion (blast)
waveforms [e.g., Firstov and Kravchenko, 1996; Johnson, 2003; Marchetti et al., 2013] and sustained, broad-
band, infrasonic tremor signals [e.g., Vergniolle and Caplan-Auerbach, 2006; Matoza et al., 2009; Fee et al.,
2010; Caplan-Auerbach et al., 2010]. In this paper, we investigate seismoacoustic coupling in data from vol-
canic eruptions. In two of three cases presented, seismic eruption tremor waveforms are found to contain
air-to-ground coupled infrasonic tremor. An implication of our study is that care must be taken to identify
and isolate the seismic (subsurface source) and acoustic (subaerial source) components of eruption tremor
before modeling and interpreting them.

2. Methods

We build upon the method introduced by Ichihara et al. [2012], which considers the cross correlation
between nearly collocated seismic and infrasonic sensors. Ichihara et al. [2012] analyzed changes in the
pattern of the cross-correlation function R[𝜏;W(t, 𝐱𝐬), P(t, 𝐱𝐩)] in sliding time windows, where W(t, 𝐱𝐬) is
the vertical seismic velocity waveform, P(t, 𝐱𝐩) is the acoustic pressure waveform, 𝜏 is the lag time of W to
P, t is time, and 𝐱𝐬 and 𝐱𝐩 are the locations of the seismometer and pressure sensor. According to Ichihara
et al. [2012], in the presence of an energetic infrasound wave, this cross correlation is dominated by cross
correlation between terms pin(t, 𝐱𝐩) and Hpwpin(t, 𝐱𝐬), where pin is the incident pressure wave (in the atmo-
sphere), and Hpw is the transfer coefficient from the incident pressure wave to vertical seismic velocity. A
resultant characteristic pattern in the cross-correlation function can then be used to identify the component
R[𝜏;Hpwpin, pin] and thereby identify incident infrasonic waves. This characteristic pattern ideally has a peak
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at 𝜏 = 1∕(4f0), where f0 is a characteristic frequency of the incident infrasound wave; this delay arises from a
phase delay e−i𝜋∕2 in Hpw [Ben-Menahem and Singh, 1981; Ichihara et al., 2012].

In practice, a suitable signal band pass must first be chosen, and the waveforms filtered, prior to applying
cross correlation. Therefore, unless a large number of band passes are systematically searched, there is the
potential to miss narrowband correlations between seismic and infrasonic waveforms that are otherwise
uncorrelated at other frequencies. A significant practical advantage is thus made by also working in the
frequency domain and using coherence in addition to cross correlation (see also the papers by Sciotto et al.
[2011] and Cannata et al. [2013], who use coherence and wavelet transform coherence, respectively). We use
the coherence (magnitude-squared coherence) between unfiltered seismic and acoustic waveforms:

𝛾2
wp =

|Swp|2

SwwSpp
, (1)

where Sww and Spp are the power spectra of vertical seismic velocity and acoustic pressure, respectively, and
Swp is the cross spectrum. Additionally, we use the phase spectrum

Φwp = tan−1

(−Qwp

Cwp

)
, (2)

where Cwp and Qwp are the cospectrum and quadrature spectrum, i.e., the real and imaginary parts of Swp,
respectively.

We note that the characteristic 𝜋∕2 phase shift for incident infrasound [Ichihara et al., 2012] will only be
observed when the seismic and infrasound sensors are perfectly collocated. However, this method relies
on a small separation between the sensor pairs such that wind noise is uncorrelated. The sensor separation
results in an additional time delay or phase shift, which can be removed for a known sensor pair geometry,
back azimuth to the volcanic source, and apparent velocity (function of incidence angle and sound speed).
We assume a plane wave for this correction [DeFatta et al., 1988].

3. Applications to Volcano Seismoacoustic Data
3.1. Infrasound Array at Mount St. Helens, Washington
We apply this method to an infrasound array dataset from Mount St. Helens [Matoza et al., 2007]. The data
from the Coldwater (CDWR) array (13.4 km range) consist of a ∼100 m aperture four-element broadband
microbarometer array with a broadband seismometer a few meters from the central element. An advantage
of these data is that array processing provides an independent method for identifying acoustic signals and
separating them from seismic signals and mechanical shaking of the infrasound sensors [Alcoverro et al.,
2005], permitting validation of the method.

Figure 1 shows the coherence (equation (1)) and phase (equation (2)) spectra estimated in a 10 s sliding
time window of unfiltered data for a phreatic explosion on 8 March 2005 [Matoza et al., 2007]. The acoustic
channel used is element two of the array, which is offset 51 m to the east and 14 m to the north of the seis-
mometer. For comparison, we also display the cross-correlation (Figure 1d) function of 5–10 Hz filtered data,
following the method described by Ichihara et al. [2012]. Note in Figure 1e that the coherence spectrogram
provides a simple visualization of the frequency band pass in which the signals are coherent. The phase val-
ues for the eruption tremor signal (Figure 1f ) are approximately 𝜋∕2 after correcting for the propagation
time delay. Note that an infrasound signal occurs at ∼1150 s but is not from Mount St. Helens (Figure 1g).
This signal from the wrong azimuth (185–190◦) has accordingly different phase values (Figure 1f ); thus,
phase spectrograms such as Figure 1f provide useful source discrimination information if there is no infra-
sound array. However, having more sensor elements (i.e., an infrasound and/or seismic array) is preferable
because of the azimuthal and phase ambiguity associated with a two-element seismic-acoustic sensor pair.

Figure 1e clearly shows that the seismic and acoustic data are coherent during the eruption in the band from
∼5 Hz up to the Nyquist frequency of 20 Hz (anti-aliasing filter reduces signal above ∼17 Hz). PMCC [Cansi,
1995] array processing results (Figure 1g) demonstrate conclusively that the signal recorded on the acoustic
channel (Figure 1b) is an acoustic wave, i.e., propagating at acoustic velocity. Thus, the signal recorded on
the seismometer in the band from ∼5–17 Hz (Figures 1c and 1d) represents air-ground coupling, and is not
generated by a subsurface seismic source.
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Figure 1. Time evolution of seismoacoustic spectra, cross-correlation, coherence, and cross-phase spectra for a sus-
tained phreatic explosion on 8 March 2005 at Mount St. Helens recorded at CDWR (13.4 km range). (a) Red: infrasound
pressure waveforms, black: vertical seismic velocity waveforms; upper two traces filtered 0.5–5 Hz, lower two traces
filtered 5–10 Hz. (b) Infrasound spectrogram; decibel scale is for power spectral density (PSD) (Pa2/Hz) re 1 Pa. (c) Seismic
spectrogram; decibel scale is for PSD ((m/s)2/Hz) re 1 m/s. (d) Cross correlation R[𝜏;W(t, 𝐱𝐬), P(t, 𝐱𝐩)] in a 10 s sliding
time window for 5–10 Hz filtered waveforms, following the method of Ichihara et al. [2012]. (e) Coherence and (f ) phase
spectrograms obtained by estimating 𝛾2

wp and Φwp, respectively, in a 10 s sliding time window on unfiltered data. (g)
Progressive Multi-Channel Correlation (PMCC) array processing results for the four-element infrasound array, identifying
acoustic signals from the direction of Mount St. Helens (black dashed line, 153◦). Note that the infrasound signal at
∼1150 s is not from Mount St. Helens (wrong azimuth).

Note that the seismic record (Figures 1a and 1c) also includes a series of repetitive long-period (LP) seismic
events, which dominate below ∼5 Hz. Beginning ∼83 s before the acoustic signal arrives, the LPs merge
closer in time during the eruption and generate a separate seismic component of eruption tremor [Matoza
and Chouet, 2010]. Therefore, the seismic eruption tremor signal is a mix of (1) dominantly seismic energy
below 5 Hz, transitioning into (2) air-ground coupled energy above 5 Hz. The acoustic signal is broadband
from ∼0.05–17 Hz, so only the portion of the signal >5 Hz couples effectively into the seismic record at a
signal level above the repetitive LP events.

Finally, we note that the detection levels of the techniques are different. Infrasound array processing
(Figure 1g) identifies a weak signal continuing from ∼3500 s to ∼4750 s, which can also be recognized in
the cross-correlation pattern (Figure 1d). This weak signal is not visible in the coherence and phase spectra
(Figures 1e and 1f).

3.2. Tungurahua, Ecuador
We apply a similar analysis to the 14–15 July 2006 eruption of Tungurahua, Ecuador, which was recorded
with a similar sensor configuration as at Mount St. Helens, but at a greater distance of 36.9 km from the
source [Matoza et al., 2009; Fee et al., 2010]. Figure 2 shows the cross correlation (Figure 2d) applied to
0.3–5 Hz filtered data, and the coherence and phase spectrograms (Figures 2e and 2f) in the 0–5 Hz band;
note that seismic data >5 Hz are noisy and have been excluded. A broadband infrasound signal (Figure 2b)
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Figure 2. Similar analysis as shown in Figure 1 applied to the 14–15 July 2006 eruption at Tungurahua, Ecuador. (a)
Acoustic (red) and seismic vertical velocity (black) data recorded at RIOE (36.9 km) filtered from 0.3 to 5 Hz. (b) Acoustic
spectrogram. (c) Seismic spectrogram. (d) Cross correlation in a 20 s sliding time window for 0.3–5 Hz filtered waveforms.
(e) Coherence and (f ) phase spectrograms using the same 20 s sliding time window. (g) PMCC array processing results for
the four-element infrasound array, identifying acoustic signals from the direction of Tungurahua (black dashed line, 33◦).

is accompanied by banded seismic tremor (Figure 2c), with power concentrated between ∼0.3 to 1.2 Hz and
∼1.6 to 2.5 Hz. There is also banding in the infrasound data (Figure 2b), but there is not a simple correlation
between the positions of bands in the infrasound and seismic signals.

Interestingly, coherence (Figure 2e) occurs, but at different frequencies from the banding in either case. In
addition, the temporal variation of the ∼0.3 to 1.2 Hz component of seismic eruption tremor is different
from that of the infrasonic tremor. For example, (1) it begins with a drop in frequency after an explosion at
∼0.55 h and (2) it continues with spectral variability after the infrasonic tremor signals stops at ∼5 hours.
Taken together, this indicates that the seismic eruption tremor (Figure 2c) recorded at ∼36.9 km from the
eruption is composed of a complex mix of both seismic waves propagating from a subsurface source at the
volcano and air-ground coupled infrasound. The seismic component is also likely modified by significant
propagation effects over the 36.9 km range. We note that at this distance, it is challenging with a single seis-
mic station to attribute all of the seismic energy to the volcano. However, the overall timing and similarity of
signal envelopes for infrasound and seismic data (Figure 2a), together with the infrasound array processing
results (Figure 2g), help to reduce ambiguity.

3.3. Redoubt Volcano, Alaska
Applying the method to the 2009 Redoubt eruption, Alaska, provides a counter example to that of Mount
St. Helens. The data used are from the Alaska Volcano Observatory (AVO) network. We performed a
manual search through historical AVO eruptions that were recorded by collocated infrasound and seismic
stations. In general, we found clipping to be a common problem with short-period seismic recordings
of eruption tremor, e.g., clipping occurred on the seismometers collocated with an infrasound sensor for
the 1999 subplinian eruption at Shishaldin [Caplan-Auerbach and McNutt, 2003] and for the 2006
Augustine eruption [McNutt et al., 2010]. At Redoubt in 2009 (Figures 3a and 3b) clipping is not as big an
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Figure 3. Lack of seismoacoustic coherence for eruption tremor at Redoubt Volcano, Alaska. (a) Forty-five minutes of
unfiltered acoustic (red) and seismic (black) waveforms at DFR (12.2 km range) and (b) their coherence in 10 s sliding
time windows for the 0702 UTC 23 March 2009 explosive event (“Event 2”) [McNutt et al., 2013]. Plot origin time is 0645
UTC 23 March 2009.

issue, but the acoustic and seismic sources appear to be distinct (different waveforms and poor coherence).
A collocated short-period seismometer and Chaparral 25 acoustic sensor at station DFR, ∼12.2 km from the
vent, recorded strong eruption signals. Although seismic and acoustic amplitude envelopes are similar for
multiple explosive events [McNutt et al., 2013], we find poor waveform coherence at DFR, indicating that
acoustic-seismic coupling from a subaerial source is not a dominant mechanism producing seismic eruption
tremor at Redoubt.

4. Discussion and Conclusions: Acoustic and Seismic Components
of Eruption Tremor

We have investigated examples of seismic eruption tremor containing varying degrees of infrasonic
air-ground coupling. Mount St. Helens seismic eruption tremor (section 3.1), at 13.4 km range, is domi-
nated by air-ground coupling from ∼5–17 Hz; Tungurahua seismic eruption tremor (section 3.2), observed
at a greater range of 36.9 km, contains a smaller component of air-ground coupling and the coupling
results are more complex; and Redoubt seismic eruption tremor (section 3.3) is purely seismic. We conclude
that air-ground coupling can occur in volcano-seismic installations and can be (although is not always) a
significant component of eruption tremor. This should be considered in quantitative interpretation of
seismic eruption tremor waveforms.

Figure 4 shows the coherence together with the gain |ĝ| of the transfer function ĝ for acoustic-seismic
coupling for the Mount St. Helens data (section 3.1), where

ĝ =
Swp

Spp
. (3)

The gain has values of between 1 and 10 𝜇m⋅s−1⋅Pa−1 (Figure 4b) in the frequency range of the cou-
pling (5–17 Hz, Figure 4a), such that, e.g., an infrasound signal of 1 Pa would produce a seismic signal of
1–10 𝜇m⋅s−1. These gain values are consistent with previous observations of air-ground coupling [e.g.,
Edwards et al., 2007, and references therein] and also agree (same order of magnitude) with acoustic-seismic
coupling experiments at higher frequencies [Sabatier et al., 1986]. Note that the gain increases with fre-
quency (Figure 4b), which is likely dependent upon the near-surface geology [Sabatier et al., 1986; Madshus
et al., 2005; Hinzen, 2007]. A similar analysis for the Tungurahua data (section 3.2), which we do not show
here, leads to more complicated results because the air-ground coupled seismic signal and the true seismic
signal have similar amplitudes, leading to a mixed signal.

Based on estimates of the transfer function of air-ground coupling at a given site from a given source, it
may be possible to infer that the ground oscillation in a given frequency range is dominated by seismic
waves rather than air-ground coupling, simply by considering amplitude envelopes [e.g.,
Sciotto et al., 2011; Ichihara et al., 2012]. For example, Ichihara et al. [2012] showed that the
cross-correlation pattern disappeared when the seismic envelope grew and when the infrasound
envelope decayed.

MATOZA AND FEE ©2014. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved. 1968
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Multitaper estimates of the (a) coherence and (b) gain
of the acoustic-seismic coupling for the 8 March 2005 Mount St.
Helens data (from 1850 s to 2200 s in Figure 1).

Another approach to differentiating seismic
and acoustic components of eruption tremor
is to consider the moveout across a network
[Prejean and Brodksy, 2011]. For the Mount St.
Helens event analyzed in Figure 1, the >5 Hz
component of eruption tremor (identified here
as air-ground coupling) was also recorded on
multiple stations across a local network [see
Moran et al., 2008, Figure 6]; thus, we hypoth-
esize that air-ground coupling is not limited
to the CDWR site. We attempted to assess the
moveout of the >5 Hz signal across the seis-
mic network in order to discriminate between
acoustic and seismic propagation velocity;
however, we found this difficult in practice
because of the emergent nature of the erup-
tion tremor signal and limited range over which
the signal was recorded. A different approach
to identifying acoustic components of eruption
tremor is with seismic array analysis [Nakamichi
et al., 2013].

Our results indicate that air-ground coupling
can occur from volcanic infrasound and that
it can complicate volcano-seismic eruption
tremor recordings, consistent with previous
studies [Ichihara et al., 2012; Nakamichi et al.,
2013]. We have not quantitatively investigated
factors that influence the air-ground coupling
mechanism, such as near-surface geology, fre-

quency content, incidence angle, observation distance, seismometer burial depth, topography, etc. [e.g.,
Madshus et al., 2005]. However, frequency-dependent near-surface geology site effects, range dependence,
and incidence angle are likely important. For example, amplitudes of air-ground coupled phases recorded
in the Lower Rhine Embayment from the Buncefield explosion, UK were a factor of 190 higher on stations
on sediments compared to those on rock [Hinzen, 2007]. In addition, the differences in coupling results
between Tungurahua (station at 36.9 km) and Mount St. Helens (station at 13.4 km) are partially attributable
to the differences in range, given differences in seismic and acoustic geometrical spreading factors and the
range dependence of infrasound air-ground incidence angle.

Our work reiterates the utility of joint infrasonic and seismic data for understanding wavefields generated by
active volcanic processes [e.g., Matoza et al., 2007]. Our work also builds on that of Ichihara et al. [2012] and
Cannata et al. [2013] in showing that seismic-acoustic cross-correlation and cross-spectral analysis are useful
for identifying infrasound when there is no infrasound array, with potential applications for large collocated
seismoacoustic network datasets such as USArray [e.g., Walker et al., 2011].
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